Unit Project
Become a Travel Expert
You and a classmate have a budget of $8,000 to spend on a vacation for both of you and 3 of your friends
or family members (5 people total). You cannot spend over your budget! You must stay for at least 3 days.
Together, you will create a PowerPoint Presentation including a minimum of 7 slides- slide 8 is extra credit.
All slides must be organized, easy to read (consider your font and background colors), and be in the order
given below. Your presentation must be shared with each member of your group, and myself.
Slides
Slide 1

What you need to do
Include your name(s), class period, name of travel destination, and
an image from your destination.

Slide 2

Provide the following:
1. your vacation destination, in the United States (this must #1-3: 1 pt each
be a location in which you take an airplane)
2. in which climate zone your destination is located (Geo
component)
3. what month you will be traveling and why you chose this
TOTAL: 3 PTS
month

Slide 3

Include an image of the airline you will be flying.
You must include the following information:
1. The airline you will be flying.
2. The departure and arrival times (round trip)
3. Is the flight nonstop? If not, where does it stop?
4. The airports you will be departing and arriving.
5. The cost for you and your 3 friends/family to fly round trip.
*Make sure you include the cost of tax.

Slide 4

Research a hotel/air bnb within your destination area.
Include an image of the hotel with the following information:
1. The cost per night during your travel time
2. An equation representing the c cost for n nights.
3. The total cost for your entire stay (including fees and taxes)
4. Why you chose this hotel/ air bnb

Slide 5

Find a unique within your destination (not a chain restaurant). You
will need to calculate a total bill, so be sure there is a menu available
on the website, with prices for items. Obviously, you will eat multiple
meals on this vacation but to save time and space please only
include one meal. Include the link to the restaurant’s website with the
following information:

Point Value
3 PTS

Image: 3 pts
#1-5: 5 pts each
TOTAL: 28 PTS

Image: 3 pts
#1-4: 5 pts each
TOTAL: 23 PTS

1. Include what EACH person will be eating, and the price.
2. Research and post the state’s restaurant tax rate.
3. Calculate and post the amount of tax on your meal.
4. Calculate and post the amount of a 15% tip.
*Remember that tip is only taken on the subtotal, not
including the tax.
5. Provide the total cost.
Slide 6

TOTAL: 24 PTS

Correct calculations:
5 pts

Remember your budget was $8000.

Stayed within budget:
5 pts

Suppose you are interested in traveling internationally for your next
trip. When traveling out of the country you will need to know the
current exchange rates.
Research 3 different countries, each with a different exchange rate,
from 3 different climate zones. Post your answers on your 7th slide in
your presentation.
1. Record the exchange rate for each country.
2. How much is $100 worth in each country?
3. What climate zone is your country in? (Geo component)

Slide 8

#1-4: 5 pts each

Calculate and post the total cost of your plane tickets, hotel stay, and
restaurant visit.

If you have leftover money, is there anything you would like to do or
see while at your destination? If so, post what they are and the cost
(if there is one).
Slide 7

Link: 4 pts

TOTAL: 10 PTS

#1: 5 points per
country
#2: 5 points per
country
TOTAL: 30 PTS

Geography component:

1. Post images of clothing you would need to pack for your trip. EXTRA CREDIT
Include captions with each image explaining why this piece is
suitable for you climate.
2. Describe the climate in your region
a. Keep in mind that some climates get colder at night
even though it is hot during the day.
b. Also, some areas receive more precipitation and
have more drastic seasonal changes than others
which may influence your clothing choice
out of 10
Slides are neat, organized, and easy to read. Extra effort is obvious.
Total points earned (towards your math grade)

